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at some point
even the change in the weather 
began to frighten me
overwhelmed by pressure 
and fear
i was losing ground
which was never stable anyway



they won't stay with you
if they want to move on
you will not stop anyone by force
nor with requests
sometimes even love is not enough
for someone to stay



you shrug your shoulders
just as the wind 
moves the branches of the trees



your 'too late'
was never literal
i tried to look for a chance in it yet



how wonderful it is
to be able to call my body my home
my refuge
my armor
my everything
my body is for me



'almost'
always contains inaccuracies
that you put into every sentence you utter



i wish you
that you find your inner self
inside of another person
affinity of souls
is much stronger
than kinship of bodies



i learned to limit the word 'never' 
and 'always'
no more going back to old bad habits
no more going back to toxic relationships
no more returning to emptiness 
and hunger
but nothing is a certainty
humbly hoping
that bad things will not return
i don't know if i've matured enough
to win against them again



you crush ice cubes
you crush women's hearts



depression is like a waterfall
you swim with the current of water
you get used to the whirlpool of water 
that swamps you
suddenly you are falling down
you notice where you are
all over again



i idealize the future
i tire of the past
the past really torments me
i try to see the present
in colors other than those
that i have already come to know



you were born alive
but do you feel alive - functioning
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